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Abstract 
Induction motors are widely used in industry and many other fields due to robustness, reliability, low price and free 
maintenance. The control task is complicated by the fact that induction motors are subject to unknown disturbances 
and the parameters are of great uncertainty. This paper presents a differential flatness-based controller for induction 
motor vector control system. The flatness-based approach uses the characterization of system dynamics to generate a 
suitable output and it can control continuous nonlinear systems with good performances in term of tracking trajectory. 
Simulation results shown that the flatness based control scheme can improve the control performance effectively. 
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1. Introduction
Three-phase asynchronous motors, or induction motors, are the most frequently used machines in
various electrical drives. About 70% of all industrial loads on a utility are represented by induction 
motors [1].  The control task is further complicated by the fact that induction motors are subject to 
unknown disturbances and the parameters are of great uncertainty. We are faced then with the challenging 
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problem of controlling a highly nonlinear system, with unknown time-varying parameters, where the 
regulated output, besides being unmeasurable, is perturbed by an unknown additive signal [2]. 
The issue of controlling electrical drives is nowadays widely solved with the so-called field oriented 
control (FOC) or vector control. The basic idea is to use a coordinate system aligned to the rotor flux 
vector. It enables the asymptotic decoupled control of the rotor flux and motor torque or speed, 
respectively. However, the performance will be degraded face to motor parameter variations or unknown 
external disturbances [3]. To offer control robustness with minimum complexity, many strategies such as 
fuzzy control, adaptive control, sliding mode control and some other methods have been proposed to 
improve the control performance [4-9]. Some nonlinear control methods were applied to the speed and 
flux control of the induction machine. The assumptions of different time constants of the loops or a 
constant rotor flux are not necessary. 
Flatness based tracking controller is a very important tool for nonlinear controller design [10]. The 
flatness property was used to control continuous nonlinear systems with good performances in term of 
tracking trajectory. At first, the use of this property consists in the definition of an output trajectory 
allowing the determination of the variables of the flat system. Secondly, it concerns the elaboration of the 
control in closed-loop allowing to obtain a stable system giving place to a tracking of a desired trajectory 
with an error which tends asymptotically towards zero. The flatness-based approach uses the 
characterization of system dynamics to generate a suitable output. Differential flatness has proven to be a 
very powerful concept for analysis and design of open–loop and stabilizing feedback tracking control for 
nonlinear finite–dimensional systems [11-13].  
A differential flatness control algorithm is used in this paper to improve the control performance of the 
induction motor. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a short review of differential flatness.  
Section 3 introduces the model of an induction motor. Section 4 describes the flatness based control 
scheme. Section 5 gives MATLAB simulation results and some observations and section 6 concludes the 
paper with future scope of work.  
2. Short review of differential flatness
The differential flatness is an important structural property of many control systems. Consider a 
nonlinear control system given by a state-variable representation: 
),( uxfx =&                                                                        (1) 
where u = (u1,…,um)T is the input and x = (x1,…,xn)T  is the state. If there exists a set of m variables z = 
(z1,…,zm)T：                                             
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such that the state and the input can be expressed in terms of  z and its derivatives: 
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then system (1) is said to be differentially flat. Such a set of variables z
 
= (z1,…,zm)T  is called a flat output 
or linearizing output of the system (1) [12-13]. 
3. Model of induction motor 
The model of a three-phase voltage source inverter-fed squirrel cage induction motor in d-q reference 
frame can be described as [14] 
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The mechanical dynamics may be described by 
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where the subscripts ‘s’ and ‘r’ represent stator and rotor respectively; ‘d’ and ‘q’ stand for d, q axis; ‘i’ 
and ‘u’ denote current and voltage respectively; ‘ψ ’ denotes flux; ‘ω ’ denotes mechanical angular 
velocity; ‘ω  ’ denotes rotor angle, ‘J’ is the rotation inertia; with the definition of the following new 
parameters: , , , , 
, . 
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The voltage-fed induction machine was shown to be a flat system, the angles of the rotor position and 
of the magnetic field form a flat output, i.e., they completely determine all the variables describing the 
motor [15]. In other words the trajectory of the vector consisting of the flat output determines the state 
trajectory and by that it determines the system behavior. 
4. Flatness-based control  
A current feedforward controller and a voltage feedforward controller are added to the general vector 
control system. The two feedforward controllers are designed based on the method of flatness input.  The 
controller structure with flatness input is shown in Fig. 1. The flatness based controller generate a flat 
input according to the given output signal and then act on the controlled plant. 
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Fig. 1. Controller structure with flatness input 
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5. Simulation and results 
Simulation operation is done in Matlab/Simulink platform. The main parameters of the induction 
motor used in the simulation are: rated power , rated speed , stator 
resistance , rotor resistance , stator inductance , rotor inductance 
, moment of inertia , number of pole-pairs p=2, supply frequency . 
The initial load torque exerted on the motor is 5Nm and it turns to 15Nm at 1s. To compare with general 
vector control, simulation results both of vector control and of flatness based control are given in Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3.   
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Fig. 2. (a)  speed response curve corresponding to vector control;  (b) speed response curve corresponding to flatness control 
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Fig. 3. (a)  torque response curve corresponding to vector control;  (b) torque response curve corresponding to flatness control 
From Fig. 2 to Fig. 3 we can see, flatness based control can give better control performance than 
general vector control. In the case of sudden load changing, flatness based control can make the system 
reach steady state more quickly and also make the tracking error minish. 
6. conclusions 
Flatness based control can improve the operation performance of the three phase asynchronous motor 
effectively. This provides an optional method for controlling asynchronous motor drive system. The next 
work will focus on making the flatness based control scheme better and implementing in a real system. 
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